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- Emily Grey was one of the early **RESIDENTS** of St. Anthony
- Starting in 1920, what job did both men and women do in a flour mill? **PACKER**
- Who was seen in more than 600 commercials? The Pillsbury **DOUGHBOY**
- MYSTERY ANSWER: What machine is installed in a mill to protect the people, the place and the products? **DUST COLLECTOR**

Page 2
- In the 1800’s and still today Water = **POWER**
- What is this? **MILLSTONE**
- What machine replaced it? **ROLLER MILL**
- USE YOUR BRAIN: Why is the second better than the first? **Examples:** Faster, better at grinding wheat, no stones, more efficient
- The drive shaft is connected to a **BEVEL GEAR**
- What else does the turbine and drive shafts move? **BUCKET ELEVATOR**
- MYSTERY ANSWER: This natural resource turned turbines that powered all the machines in the mill. **WATER**

Page 3 TIMELINE
- What Year is this? **1866**
- What Happened this year? **EXPLOSION**
- What year did this occur? **1880**
- What big event happened this year? **FIRE**
- Washburn Crosby becomes General Mills. What year did this occur? **1928**
- What happened again? **FIRE**
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